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competition over the next month: the focus on 
shareable images; the public anger at architects 
capitalising on tragedy; confusion of the serious 
and satirical; connections across pop-culture; and 
the ever-present proximity of architectural competi-
tions and power.
Many of the more serious proposals were strik-
ingly similar: transparent recreations of what was 
lost in the fire. As early as 16 April, Studio Fuksas 
described their vision of ‘a crystal pinnacle of 
Baccarat for the new Notre Dame’ on Huffpost, 
before releasing glowing, blue renderings.3 Soon 
after, emerging and established designers began 
posting proposals on Instagram, Twitter and other 
social media platforms, where they were picked 
up by mainstream design news websites like 
Dezeen, Archdaily and Designboom. By 25 April, 
when Dezeen editorialised the ‘best’ of these 
proposals, Fuksas’s images were joined by varia-
tions in stained-glass and green crystal; some, like 
architects Studio NAB and rendering firm Miysis 
Studio, filled this glass roof cavity with plants, 
turning it into a greenhouse.4 Kiss the Architect’s 
scheme – replacing the spire with an assemblage 
of columns, arches and spheres – photoshopped 
an existing folly proposal into place, conspicuous 
in a field dominated by professional and expen-
sively-produced renderings. Where a popular 
Dezeen article might typically attract between ten 
and twenty responses in the comments section, the 
Notre Dame piece attracted over 140 comments 
The Notre Dame (non) competition
It did not take long for images of the reconstruc-
tion of Notre Dame to become a meme online. 
Even between 15 April 2019, when fire consumed 
the roof and spire, and 17 April, when French prime 
minister Edouard Philippe announced a future 
competition for its reconstruction, images circulated 
on social media incorporating the restored cathe-
dral into a slick mixed-use development by the 
august-sounding firm Pick Rogarth + Baumsnatch. 
[Fig. 1] Many responded with shock and disbelief 
at the arrogance of architects imposing their banal, 
commercial vision on a national monument, before 
realising the joke. Those taken in were quick to 
claim it was not so ridiculous after all, pointing to I. 
M. Pei’s pyramids at the Louvre, and the commer-
cialisation of many European cathedral squares.
Fewer fell for Oliver Wainwright’s Twitter proposal 
on 17 April to replace Viollet-Le-Duc’s spire with 
Heatherwick’s Vessel. [Fig. 2] It followed Phillipe’s 
widely-discussed call for solutions ‘adapted to 
the technique and the challenges of our era’,1 
and the frenzied pledges of support from billion-
aires like Bernard Arnault, who commissioned the 
Louis Vuitton Foundation by Gehry Partners.2 In 
this context, after Wainwright’s damning review of 
Hudson Yards in The Guardian – and an earlier 
twitter post comparing the Vessel to a giant 
shawarma – it read as a pointed warning against 
deliberately iconic architecture. These three days 
set the tone for discourse surrounding the promised 
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it, Notre Dame generated a remarkably high level of 
online interest, even compared to recent competi-
tions like the Guggenheim Helsinki (2014). Without a 
competition brief, hundreds of proposals have been 
produced, posted across social media, architecture 
news platforms and the GoArchitects webpage. 
While the Guggenheim competition produced 
over 1 700 entries, the way they were aggregated 
on a single website meant that writers like Peggy 
Deamer and Pier Vittorio Aureli could confidently 
comment on the overall quality of the proposals 
without fear of excluding any key schemes.9 In that 
case, only the six shortlisted entries were widely 
shared online, while those not submitted for official 
consideration – the schemes produced by Mark 
Foster Gage and Andrew Kovacs, for example, 
both combining ready-made physical and digital 
figures into new architectural forms – were widely 
published in established architecture journals like 
Log and Architectural Design.10
Notre Dame is the rare case of a discrete internet 
phenomenon – bookended by the fire and the 
Senate’s announcement – but even in this limited 
timeframe the same type of cohesive analysis 
is almost impossible. Proposals have spread far 
more widely across the internet, creating the kind 
of infinite regression of referential connections 
which leads from a meditative pool to a ball pit. 
Throughout the process of writing this essay there 
seemed to be a steady stream of photoshopped 
variations, impossible to keep up with. All the while, 
the terrible odds associated with the never-realised 
Guggenheim competition – better to meet a client 
at a bar, wrote Derrick Leavitt – were compounded 
in a competition that no-one could win because it 
was never officially opened.11 In the GoArchitects’ 
competition, over two hundred entries competed for 
a grand prize of only €900.
A memetic competition framework
This overwhelming and unrewarded online interest 
might be unusual for architectural competitions, 
with an unusual degree of consensus, panning the 
proposals as shamefully insensitive to the building 
and its history, calling for an accurate reconstruction 
instead.
Soon after, Swedish firm Ulf Mejergren Architects 
(UMA) shared renderings replacing the roof and 
spire with a meditative pool. [Fig. 3] By the time 
Dezeen posted a follow-up article, ‘Seven of the 
most outrageous proposals for Notre-Dame’, the 
pool had been edited into a carpark – ‘if North 
Americans are put in charge of the Notre Dame 
reconstruction’ – and retweeted by a Belgian poli-
tician taking a swipe at his opponents’ transport 
policy.5 [Fig. 4] It set off a series of increasingly 
outlandish edits: another Twitter user turned it into 
a multi-story carpark, [Fig. 5] before it morphed into 
a children’s ball-pit on architecture meme account 
Oh-Em-Ayy. [Fig. 6] Another contributor to the 
Dezeen comments photoshopped a mob of gilets 
jaunes protestors in place of the pool, while others 
questioned why Dezeen would engage with the 
scheme at all, accusing the designers of manufac-
turing outrage to stand out in an already crowded 
field. Designer Sebastian Errazuriz replaced the 
spire with a rocket, claiming it was an ‘act of creative 
one-upmanship designed… to exhaust the audi-
ence’s patience… for a new glass eco-roof.’6 He 
congratulated himself when, on 29 May, the French 
senate determined that there would be no compe-
tition and the cathedral would be restored to its 
‘last known visual state.’7 Even then, GoArchitects, 
an independent publisher turned competition 
convenor, announced a ‘people’s choice’ design 
competition, open to any scheme ‘no matter how 
outlandish’. The online edition of British newspaper 
The Independent featured an entry by Bay Huynh 
Architects, with another rooftop pool, this time 
connected to the Seine by elevated canals.8 [Fig. 7]
Competitions on the internet
In the month between Phillipe’s announcement of a 
competition and the French Senate’s bill to prevent 
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Fig. 1: Pick Rogarth + Baumsnatch’s mixed use development. C:\temp\ (@bryceelder ), ‘Restoration of Notre Dame’, 
Twitter, 16 April 2019, 12:26 a.m., https://twitter.com/bryceelder.
Fig. 2: Viollet le Duc’s spire replaced with Heatherwick’s Vessel. Oliver Wainwright (@ollywainwright), ‘France gave New 
York the Statue of Liberty’, Twitter, 17 April 2019, 8:47 a.m., https://twitter.com/ollywainwright.
Fig. 1
Fig. 2
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and roof, absurdly juxtaposing pool and roofscape.15 
That this audience existed at all is arguably due to 
the coincidence of the Notre Dame competition with 
the rise of specialised architectural meme accounts 
like Sssscavvvv (6 850 followers) and Arc.humor (4 
250 followers). When they encountered the ball pit, 
Oh.Em.Ayy’s 8 950 followers could recognise both 
Ulf Mejergren’s pool and the poorly photoshopped 
aesthetic of other memes online. As other social 
media users modified the image, they invested in 
a content-creation process that rewarded them in 
likes, reposts and new followers, ultimately spilling 
over into mainstream notoriety on platforms like 
Dezeen.16
Meme theory helps make sense of the string 
of modifications to UMA’s pool, but my contention 
here is that this serious scholarship of a seemingly-
unserious topic can be used, in reverse, to begin 
to understand competitions on social media more 
broadly. As recently as 2017, Ignaz Strebel and Jan 
Silberberger’s exhaustive overview of the historiog-
raphy and theory of competitions noted that entries 
are routinely archived on official websites, without 
recognising the increasingly important role of social 
media and online architecture media.17 Indeed, 
Notre Dame seems less like an anomaly than a 
premonition of how competitions will occur online 
in the future: simultaneously under the auspices 
of competition bodies and the media. The reach of 
social and mainstream architecture media means 
that an architect can gain as much popular, profes-
sional recognition from a well-publicised image as 
with a short-listed competition entry. Here, I sketch 
out three initial ideas for how meme theory might 
inform an understanding of competitions online.
Architectural subcultures
One typical rationale for entering competitions 
is the free publicity they offer architects. Indeed, 
the Dezeen comments section accused firms of 
exploiting this perverse incentive, creating insen-
sitive schemes to generate media attention. On 
but it is not strange for memes. Over the last ten 
years, a mature body of scholarship has emerged to 
explain the increasingly important role that memes 
play in online discourse. Although discrete images 
of Notre Dame like Wainwright’s Vessel mashup 
may have been extensively shared online, this does 
not make them memes. As meme scholar Ryan 
Milner writes, ‘it’s an easy shortcut to call a solitary 
image we scroll past on Twitter or Tumblr a meme, 
as if the term is synonymous with “a quirky little JPG 
from the internet.”’12 Instead, it is useful to turn to 
Limor Shifman’s broader definition, going beyond 
individual images:
(a) group of digital items sharing common charac-
teristics of content, form, and/or stance, which (b) 
were created with awareness of each other, and (c) 
were circulated, imitated, and/or transformed via the 
Internet by many users.13
For outsiders, this complex web of self-aware 
connections can appear illegible, but remains easily 
comprehensible by overlapping groups of internet 
users who recognise the joke and its context: from 
the broadest group who understand the logic of 
memes generally to subgroups like architects who 
have the specialised knowledge to grasp discipli-
nary content.
In this way, UMA’s pool may be the source, but 
the meme is the network of modified and reposted 
images across social media. Through this process, 
the pool and its variants illustrate many of the quali-
ties which Milner sees at the heart of memes. Users 
took advantage of the inherently editable quali-
ties of this high-quality rendering of the cathedral, 
already stripped of its spire and roof: it was easier 
to turn this image into a carpark because the hard 
work of editing out the background was already 
done.14 In calling the original ‘outrageous’, Dezeen 
captured something that resonated with viewers in 
a way other images did not. UMA’s proposal was 
refreshing, boldly rejecting the verticality of spire 
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Most proposals that we have seen puts way too much 
focus and effort on the spire… Instead we let the bell 
towers, the flying buttresses and the rose windows 
do the talking… Maybe the pool will be replaced in a 
hundred years or so, becoming another layer of great 
stories.19
They sought to create a novel, delightful public 
experience in the heart of the city, preserving what 
people already love about the building, eschewing 
the earnest form-making of other proposals. Why, 
then, was this light-hearted, thoughtful scheme lost 
on its audience?
Hélène Lipstadt writes that architects perceive 
competitions, at least in the early phases, as a 
rare opportunity to exert disciplinary autonomy. 
Competitions are said to replicate the freedom of 
artists and authors: creativity is rewarded, with cost 
pressures and the clients’ whims offset by inde-
pendent, knowledgeable jurors.20 All participants 
in this sheltered system are accustomed to inter-
preting competitions as an exercise in autonomy, 
from entrants and jurors, to peers viewing entries in 
specialist architecture publications and exhibitions. 
This frees entrants to push against some of the 
external economic, aesthetic and technical consid-
erations that constrain other projects. If this is true, 
then online competitions unleash these disciplinary 
forces on an unsuspecting public who encounter 
the full range of unfiltered entries, not just those 
shortlisted and approved for public consumption.21 
It was easy to misunderstand a meme like the ball 
pit when it leaked from its specific subculture to the 
mainstream, where viewers were unfamiliar with 
UMA’s pool and architecture memes. In the same 
way, there is an inevitable confusion when compe-
tition entries are accessible on generalist design 
media websites and social media accounts; catering 
simultaneously to an architectural audience that 
knows what to expect from such competitions and a 
public that does not.
closer examination, it seems a dubious strategy, 
given how unlikely anyone is to commission, or 
even follow, a firm whose work they find so unap-
pealing. Conversely, Deamer wrote that even the 
most impressive Guggenheim Helsinki schemes 
were lost in the competition archive and the glut of 
images online.18 It is certainly easy for something 
to anger the public or ‘disappear’ in the depths of 
the internet, but meme theory shows how subcul-
tures latch onto resonant images even as they are 
forgotten and ridiculed by online culture at large. 
Schemes by more well-known firms like Fuksas slid 
into obscurity whereas UMA’s pool resurfaced on 
social media via its edited proxies.
Understanding competition entries as a type of 
specifically targeted ‘advertisement’ helps explain 
why entrants risk public wrath and oblivion online. 
Rendering firm Miysis’s rooftop greenhouse may 
have closely resembled other schemes, but they 
were not selling a building proposal. Instead, their 
images and fly-throughs broadcast high-quality 
rendering services to their peers and potential clients. 
Similarly, Kiss the Architect’s arched confection 
relates to a recent social media interest in post-
modernism, on pages like AdamNathanialFurman 
(30 100 followers) and Newagecocaine (51 200 
followers). Indeed, there was a notable increase 
in the firm’s Instagram following after appearing on 
Dezeen. Read in this way, these were not proposals 
designed for construction, rather they responded 
to specific concerns and interests of identifiable 
subgroups within the discipline.
Perhaps the most interesting case is UMA’s pool 
itself. Followers of UMA’s Instagram could place 
the pool in a lineage of projects rejecting European 
monumentality and embracing user participation, 
from a pavilion to be ‘grown’ from trees over the 
course of sixty years to a bridge formed of two 
slides. While fun, they are serious proposals, not 
jokes. Of the pool, UMA wrote:
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Fig. 3: Ulf Mejergren Architects Notre Dame Pool proposal. Courtesy of the architect.
Fig. 4: Ulf Mejergren Architects pool photoshopped into a carpark. Brndn (@brndan_), ‘If North Americas are put in 
charge’, Twitter, 11 May 2019, 10:59 a.m., https://twitter.com/brndan
Fig. 3
Fig. 4
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Fig. 5: Rob Cross’ multi-story carpark. Rob Cross (@RobCross247), ‘Sure while we’re at it, let’s go multi-level car 
parking!’ Twitter, 12 May 2019, 8:29 a.m., https://twitter.com/RobCross247.
Fig. 6: The pool replaced with a ball-pit. Oh.Em.Ayy (@oh.em.ayy), ‘We Won!’ Instagram, 18 May 2019, 
https://.instagram.com.
Fig. 5
Fig. 6
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judged on their merits alone, rather than the fame 
of the designer – proposals were conceived in a 
context saturated with images of other schemes.27 
The speed with which Notre Dame renderings were 
produced and disseminated online demonstrates 
how easy it now is to share early ideas before 
conditions of competition entry and anonymity are 
announced. Whether or not this secrecy always 
functions in picking an anonymous winner, it does 
ensure that entrants only see other proposals once 
the shortlist is revealed.28 In contrast, the connection 
between some Notre Dame projects was explicit: 
Miyosis first posted their glass-roofed proposal in 
the Dezeen comments section, below several other 
near-identical proposals.
Accusations of copying remain controversial 
in architecture discourse, despite its presence 
throughout the discipline’s history. Copying continues 
to imply a lack of originality and authenticity, and 
potentially infringes copyright law.29 Understanding 
this free flow of influence from scheme to scheme as 
a meme offers a way to remove some of this disci-
plinary baggage. All faced with the same problem 
at the same moment, transparent reconstructions 
might be considered a kind of collective solution; 
developed in tandem by different firms at the same 
time, each with different strengths and abilities. In 
the same way that memes develop through the 
network of connections built between modifica-
tions and reposts, each version of Notre Dame in 
glass or crystal offers a different perspective on the 
same proposal. Like memes, this process might 
have exhausted itself, or it might re-emerge as the 
dominant, obvious solution, should a competition 
eventuate.
Memes offline
It is tempting to dismiss internet memes, and this 
essay with them, as a juvenile internet phenom-
enon, comically ill-suited to serious study. Milner 
and Shifman, however, have characterised such 
Copies and consensus
It is common for broad themes to emerge in 
competition entries. Susan Holden writes that 
the Centre Pompidou brief emphasised solutions 
combining ‘monumentality’ and ‘change’ in the 
context of Archigram and Cedric Price’s English 
avant-garde, producing a host of similar mega-
structural proposals with moving parts.22 Naomi 
Stead argues that the brief for Brisbane’s contem-
porary art gallery, GOMA, was explicitly written to 
solicit entries sensitive to the subtropical climate 
that were stylistically informed by the local timber-
and-tin vernacular architecture.23 Aureli claimed 
that the Helsinki competition entries were a group 
of projects without distinction, united only by the 
way the Guggenheim used their bland consistency 
to ‘construct consensus around a controversial 
building.’24 Deamer thought the only unifying quality 
was a ‘confusion over what a supposed parametric 
zeitgeist may or may not imply’.25 In these three 
cases, design consensus was constructed explicitly 
through competition briefs, and fostered implicitly 
by contemporaneous architecture culture. Yet in 
each case, it took scholars with detailed knowledge 
of the competition context and archive to draw out 
similarities that would not be immediately obvious to 
the public: similarities less to do with visual resem-
blances than common conceptual and theoretical 
strategies.
In contrast, both architectural and lay commenta-
tors immediately noticed the transparent roof and 
spire common to many of the Notre Dame Proposals. 
In part, this could be attributed to Phillipe’s calls for 
contemporary techniques, or President Macron’s 
boast that the replacement would be ‘more beau-
tiful’ than before.26 Yet this homogeneity was too 
complete, and glass hardly the only material for 
contemporary, beautiful architecture. The difference 
here was that, without the anonymity that has been 
a hallmark of serious competitions since the Italian 
Renaissance – supposed to ensure that entries are 
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Fig. 7: Bay Huynh Architects’ Flowing Fish proposal. Courtesy of the architect.
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acted as gatekeepers little different to traditional 
journals, deciding which schemes to publish from 
social media, while architects produced proposals 
and renderings without immediate financial gain.32 
Meme producers exploited an intimate knowledge 
of both architecture and internet culture, acting from 
within the discipline.
Notre Dame may have become a meme, but in 
many ways it still resembled a traditional competi-
tion. In simultaneously reinforcing existing power 
dynamics while opening new modes of engage-
ment and experimentation, it exposes an institution 
in transition. How well this existing model adapts to 
the internet, or prompts the emergence of an entirely 
new model, will depend on how future competi-
tions grapple with these issues of anonymity, 
public engagement, reward, gatekeepers and even 
memes. Ultimately Notre Dame might simply reveal 
online competitions as a future reality: neither night-
mare nor utopia, but as much a part of architecture 
culture as competitions offline.
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